
Sylwia Bialas & Prisma
   Modern    European   Electroacoustic   Vocal   J a z z

about the band:
The music of Prisma is a dynamical balance between the lyrical and smooth lines and the 
vital powerfull grooves. The fresch and remarkable sound of this young Quintett makes the 
audience addicted and stimulates all the senses during listening. The diverse own 
compositions of the band, different constelations on stage and the lyrics sung in different 
languages make their music full of tensions and colours. Whatever happens musically 
during playing, has a mark of the own strong individual sound of Prisma. The tunes have 
both- the typical structure of pop songs and the virtuose free improvisations.

The stylistic approach of the band has many components. The tasteful fusion of acoustic 
sound and the strong electrical touch combined with the sung poetry and folk elements 
builds a small separate musical universe. Many different moods shape the contrasts and 
surprise the listener on and on. Music of Prisma has a very intense and passionate 
emotional atmosphere. 

Sylwia Bialas (born in Poland) is a singer and partially composer in the band. The roots of 
her national culture have a very strong meaning in her way of singing and wrting of music. 
Her musical communication with the other band members is based on  interaction and the 
ability to improvise. 
The soulful voice provokes different pictures in the imagination of the audience. The polish 
and english lyrics she writes, have the  poem character  with the etnic elements (fairytales, 
lullabyes...)
Marco Netzbandt is a german pianoplayer, composer and arranger. His piano sound 
brings the clear and deep acoustic note to the sound of the band. His sophisticaed 
compositions and the clear tone build the balanced dialogue with the electrical and spheric 
sound of the guitarplayer –Raffael Holzhauser and the groovy, round and melodical way 
of  Igor Kljujic`s bass playing. The drummer of Prisma (Christoph Holzhauser) keeps the 
whole sound in perfect balance. His way of playing makes the drumset sounding almost like 
a harmony instrument.  They are young, dynamic and they are good friends.

For booking: www.sylwiabialas.com, silviabialas@yahoo.de
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Sylwia Bialas first stepped on stage to sing at the age of seven and has been performing ever 
since. Her collaborative ventures span two decades and much of the world in work with international 
artists that include Andrea Centazzo (Italy/USA), Peter Phippen (USA), Hans Peter Salentin 
(Germany), Michael Wollny (Germany), Adrian Mears (Austraia.), Zbigniew Lewandowski (Poland), 
Stephan Schmolck (Germany), Marcus Schieferdecker (Germany), "The Shin" (Georgia), Hubert 
Winter (Germany), Rudie Engel (Germany), Ernesto Cortazar Lara (Mexico), and many others great 
musical personalities. 

„Bialas's voice is not only exceptional, both in timbre and range, but her improvizations are stunning. 
She uses her voice like an instrument, wordless, powerful, 
soaring ..."
Posted by Stef, Labels: Free Jazz Album Reviews 
Los Angeles, Fusion, World Jazz, 2007

Sylwia continually strives to bring ultimate perfection to her craft through participation in international 
Jazz workshops and festivals and has studied under the likes of Cornelia Giese, Joe Lee Willson, 
Norma Winstone, Susan & Martin Weinert, Glauco Vernier, Bruno Castelucci, Ulrich Beckerhoff and 
Mathias Nadolny.
Formal training includes two years dedicated to vocal and drum techniques at the School of Music in 
Wroclaw, Poland, and she is a graduate of he Music High School in Würzburg, Germany where she 
studied Jazz Vocals and the Digital Music Production under the tutelage of Chris Beier. 
An initiator of many international music and art projects, Sylwia's voice contributed greatly in band 
projects that toured Germany, Poland and Italy, most recently with Prisma European Jazz Quintet  
and the Sylwia Bialas Quartet.
Her work also involves recording vocals for soundtracks ... she can be heard in "Krabat", a 20th 
Century Fox production, and "Paradies auf Erden" a program recorded for German television.
Sylwia's musical influences range as broadly as her talent and span ECM Label, John Taylor, Peter 
Erskine, Steve Tavaglione, Bill Evans, Pat Metheny, Aaron Parks, Alan Pasqua, Oregon, Dave 
Carpenter, Palle Danielsson, Fryderyk Chopin, Tomasz Stanko and many other beautiful and 
inspiriting musical personalities.

www.sylwiabialas.com , www.myspace.com/sylwiabialas 
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Raffael Holzhauser born on the 12.11.1985 in a musical Family as one of the 6 
Children. As a child he learned guitar playing from his fother (Musician and a music 
pedagogue). Raffael started to play the guitar in the age of 12. He has been collecting his 
expeariences and improving his skills in many music formations.

In 2003 he started to study Jazz guitar on the Music Highschool in Berlin "Hanns Eisler" by 
tutors like: Jeanfrancois Prins, Kurt Rosenwinkel und Jiggs Whigham.
He graduated from the Highschool in ......?

Raffael has bin playing in many bands and Projects touring in and outside of Europe.
He works as a studio Musician and composes music for his Bands:

Prisma (Modern Jazz): www.myspace.com/prismajazz
Menta (Rock – Pop): www.myspace.com/mentamusic
Ratze  Fatz (Country – Blues – Fusion): www.myspace.com/ratzefatz 
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Marco Netzbandt has studied Jazz-piano by Chris Beier & classical-piano by 
Eva-Maria May in Würzburg. He graduated from the Music High School in Würzburg and 
nowadays works there as a teacher for the jazz-piano and arrangement. 1997 together 
with the Sextett JAZZOO he won the XXIth  International Jazz-Contest in Krakowia 
(Poland). 1998 & 2006 Marco was a Finalist of the  International Composition and 
Arrangement Contest for Big-Band SCRIVERE IN JAZZ (Sardinia).
Marco made Arrangements & Compositions u.o. for Ron Spielman, Hans-Peter Salentin, 
Tine Schneider and the prestigious austrian piano-duo Kutrowatz.
He teaches Jazz-Piano, Arrangement & Big-Band-Leading  at the Music Highschool in 
Würzburg and the  arrangement  at the highschool for Music & Contemporary Art  in 
Frankfurt. 
Marco Netzbandt cooperates as a pianoplayer and composer with bands, like:
Prisma, Joe Krieg Quartett and Sylwia Bialas Quartet.

www.marco-netzbandt.de 
www.myspace.com/prismajazz 
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Igor Kljujic born in Sarajevo, cooperated with international artists like: Pee Wee Ellis 
(James Brown), Joo Kraus “Basic Jazz Lounge”,Peter O’Mara,Martin Scales,Biboul 
Darouiche Soleil Bantu,Jason Rebello (Sting),Guido May,Tizian Jost,Pedro Tagliani,Claus 
Reichstaller,Axel Kühn,Ralf Schmid,Lutz Häfner,Stefan Schmid,Bernd Hess,Geoff Goodman,
Thomas Zoller,Lygia Campos,Christian Lettner,Michael Hornek...
He has been touring with: Mic Donet "Travel These Streets","IGORSGROOVE", „Farbtopf“, 
Jolly Roger Pirate, i-Shine, Joo Kraus “Basic Jazz Lounge”, Martin Scales “Conspiracy”,
Stefan Schmid “Hidden Track”, Pee Wee Ellis (concert in “Blue Note” Milano with Jason 
Rebello on Keyboard (langjährigen Keyboarder of Sting), Joo Kraus “Basic Jazz Lounge”, 
Double-concert with Marcus Miller Band, Eckart Witzigmann Pallazzo Show Band,
;  Gasteig /International musical meeting for the 850th birthday of Munich, Kasseler 
Worldmusic Festival with Soleil Bantu, Jazzfest Copenhagen with Funk  Assembly, Jazzfest 
Gronau with Joo Kraus “Basic Jazz Lounge”; Thomas Zoller Chamber Orchestra on the 
Jazzfestival in München, Bratislava (Bayerische Kulturtage).
Angagement by Sport meets Art DVD in 2009
Igor played by Musical Petar Pan, Tollwood.
Opening für Chris De Burgh European Tour  and the  Reamonn Tour
CD productions: 
Hidden Track "Unknown Ways"; Farbtopf "Monochrom";Mic Donet "Plenty of Love"
Turbolenz "Hea ned auf"; Konstantiv Kostov Quartet "Roots", 
Stefan Schmid “Hidden Track”...

www.igorsgroove.com; www.myspace.com/igorkljujic 
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Christoph Holzhauser was born in 1984 as the first from six children in Bobingen by 
Augsburg. At the beginning of his musical experiences Christoph was teached by his father 
(a musician and pedagogue). In the age of 9 Christophreceived his first drum lessons  from 
his Onkel Joachim Holzhauser. In Augsburg Christoph has been cooperating with diverse 
bandsrepresenting the different music styles and he has been collecting his first 
pedagogique  pädagogische experiences.
2002 Christoph moved to Würzburg. He studied Jazz-drums at the Music Highschool and 
graduated in 2006 . Christoph`s teachers were Bill Elgart, Rick Hollander, Hans-Martin 
Chemnitz, Chris Beier. Bereits während seines Studiums war Christoph in mehreren Bands 
und Projekten sowie als Studiodrummer tätig. (Konzerte mit Michael Wollny, Hubert 
Winter, Dusko Goykovich, Hermann Breuer, Hans-Peter Salentin, Patrick Scales, Matthias 
Bublath, Tim Collins, Landesjugendjazzorchester Bayern u.a.) Daneben wirkte er in der 
TV-Telenovela „Verliebt in Berlin“ mit. Zur Zeit lebt Christoph in München und ist in 
verschiedenen Formationen in ganz Deutschland unterwegs.

www.myspace.com/chrisholzhauser
www.prisma-jazz.de
www.nickflade.de
www.menundercover.de/band.htm
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